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Topics
Addiction / Substance Abuse / Recovery
Fitness / Diet / Nutrition
Mental Health / Psychology
Mindfulness
Personal Growth
Virtual
Wellness

About Alison Canavan
Alison Canavan is an engaging, intuitive and transformational DreamBuilder coach. She
helps people manifest their dreams into reality and live their best life. Her heart led
business and 360 approach to wellbeing is innovative, inclusive and accessible to all. As a
meditation teacher she understands the power of a mindful approach to living and this led
her to create a “Wellbeing in the Skies” series for Ireland’s national airline Aer Lingus. This
series looks at gratitude, meditation, anxiety, fear of flying, jetlag, a kids wellness corner
and much more.
She is an award winning author of Minding Mum – it’s time to take care of you. The world’s
first 360 selfcare book for mums focusing on Mums health and wellbeing post birth.
During quarantine her online workshops have helped thousands of people all around the world cope with the increased waves of anxiety and fear. Her
workshops entitled “Keeping Energy and Immunity High” and “Envision your Life” have provided tools and support leading to incredible transformation in
the collective.
Alison Canavan is a UCLA trained Mindfulness Facilitator from The Semel Institute of Neuroscience and Human Behaviour, a Master NLP Practitioner,
HeartMath facilitator and International motivational speaker.
Her interest in nutrition began having seen the destructive nature and relationship people had to health, wellbeing and food during her time in the fashion
industry, where she travelled the world for nearly 20 years as one of the world’s top models. She began studying nutrition in 2009 and graduated with
distinction in Nutrition and Health Coaching from the Irish Institute of Nutrition and Health (IINH) in 2015. She also holds an Advanced Diploma in Diet
and Nutrition therapeutics and has a Raw Foods Mastery level 3 where she studied at The Life Change Health Institute.
Towards the end of her modelling career she fully devoted her time to her greatest passion: true health and wellbeing for all.
Helping people to join the dots in their own lives and with their own health and wellbeing is Alison’s primary goal and passion and she empowers people
to do this through her fun, uplifting and interactive workshops and talks worldwide.
Alison has become a highly sought after motivational speaker and contributor to the wellness space. She spoke at The Mindful Life Conference in
Washington in April 2017. She has lectured in Trinity College in Ireland on the module of Motherhood and Mental Health. She delivers talks on stress in
the workplace to CEO’s and business leaders across the world and in June 2014 she chaired and spoke at the first-ever Barnardos Parental Mental
Health Conference in Ireland at Croke Park.
Alison continues to contribute to Podcasts, Newspapers, Magazines and TV and Radio shows around the world including The Sunday Independent,
Mindful magazine, Spirit and Destiny, The Daily Mail, Ireland AM, The 6 O’Clock show, Pregnancy and Parenting magazine, Oh Baby, VIP Magazine,
Positive Life, You Magazine, Voyage LA, The Cutting Edge. Podcasts like The Living Proof, Real Health with Karl Henry, The Good Glow, Chasing Passion,
The Courageous Life, Lovin.ie, Mindful Mama Podcast, Sandra Rea’s Fiercely Spiritual podcast, Alive and Kicking Newstalk, Motherly, IHeart radio to
name but a few.
She also holds a diploma in PR, Marketing and Sales management from DBS and has studied business in The National College of Ireland NCI. She is
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also a trained DreamBuilder coach from The Life Mastery Institute in The United States.
Select Keynotes
The Art of Inspirational Living – HEART
The Art of Inspirational Living is a H.E.A.R.T based program that covers so many of the pain points in today’s world like stress, boundaries,
focus, resilience, time, values, mindfulness and coherence. It encompasses a Full 360 approach to living a healthy, happy and successful life for
each individual. The H.E.A.R.T technique can be applied to anyone’s life and Aly works with each individual client to tweak it to their specific
needs. The program encourages a healthy and more balanced life. Aly has trained health coaches, CFO’s, CEO’s and many more in H.E.A.R.T
based living helping people to reduce stress, incorporate better daily habits and have better overall understanding of health and wellbeing.
Key takeaways:
• Aligning with your why and your values
• Techniques on living more mindfully, staying grounded and coherent
• Better decision making and daily habits
• Inspired action through awareness
• Boundaries and living authentically
• Your time, how to value it and why every choice counts
The Full 360: The Mindful Path to Better Living
As a mindfulness teacher, Aly believes that awareness in all areas of our lives creates space for change. Until we fully accept who and where we
are in this moment, we can’t take steps on the path to where we would like to be. Bringing mindfulness gently into all areas of your life helps to
bring trained awareness to the forefront, empowering you to make better decisions, become less reactive, less stressed and more content.
For organizations, less stressed and more content individuals leads to a healthier company and greater growth.
Aly shares key tools and starting points for people focusing on her mantra that; ‘small changes done consistently bring about lasting differences
in our lives’. This session includes mindful tips to gratitude, sleep and stress management.
The Power of Presence
Using the power of m i n d f u l n e s s , a w a r e n e s s a n d i n t u i t i o n we can create p o s i t i v e c h a n g e leading to the real results we truly desire for
ourselves, our business and our loved ones.
In this talk/presentation Aly explores tools and techniques to help us tap into our potential and our true intuition.
She shares fun and interactive exercises and mindfulness techniques which helps us to experience true presence.
Most of all she asks important questions because its only by asking the right questions can people search within for the answers they seek.
By truly stepping on the path to knowing ourselves we can become more resilient, focused and self-assured and confident. This leads us to
become better partners, friends, coworkers and even bosses.
Key takeaways:
Exercises to help activate the vagus nerve (also covering what this is) in the body and why it’s important
Mindset
Mindfulness techniques
Coherence Practices
Stress management
Navigating change
Building resilience
VIRTUAL – How to Keep Energy & Immunity High While Working from Home
In this online workshop, Aly Canavan shares practical and accessible tools to help you stay grounded, centered and resilient during these times.
This will help you to stay focused, positive and productive while working from home.
Key Takeaways
Understanding stress
Tips for anxiety
Actionable steps to ensure better energy
Mindfulness techniques
Understanding heart coherence and productivity
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Heart focused breathing practice
Tips for better immunity
Ideas to help boost energy
How to cultivate a healthy mindset
Practical brain training tips
Practice the pause
Bonus takeaways:
A short heart opening morning and evening audio for each person to help them begin and end their day with presence
A 44 -page workbook that includes information on sleep, anxiety, mindfulness, nutrition, mindfulness, gratitude, energy and much more
Select Articles
Alison Canavan's 100 simple ways to manage stress
Our resident wellness guru, Alison Canavan, who is also ambassador for INM's upcoming Vitality Expo event, has everything you need to know
about managing your stress, at home and at work, by implementing small changes to your daily routine
Model Alison Canavan on Leaving Alcoholism, Addiction & Anxiety Behind
rish Model Alison Canavan has battled many demons from lifelong depression and alcohol abuse, but an unplanned pregnancy and singleparenthood led her on the path to contentment. Here she reveals how she swapped the glitz and glamour of New York's fashion industry for a
career in wellness—and found spiritual gratitude along the way.
Select Testimonials
Alison joined us for the final day of our annual three day off site meeting to help us focus on personal development. Alison's session was at
once practical in terms of steps we can take to balance home life and work life, but in truth it delivered much more...introspection, selfreflection, emotion and motivation. It was real, tapped into our investment in our people in a genuine way and allowed us to look at our
development as people rather than employees. It hit exactly the right note and at the right time. I would highly recommend Alison if you are
open to honesty, sincerity and looking after your team beyond what the “job” provides them.
— CEO, KYNE

Alison has been a fantastic addition to the Allianz Active & Aware programme. Her enthusiasm and passion for Health and Wellbeing was
palpable from the moment she arrived. Her honesty about her journey was refreshing and ensured that her presentation was incredibly
interesting and most importantly enabled her to connect with the groups she was addressing. Her presentation style is effortlessly engaging,
exuberant and infectious, and most importantly inspirational as she demonstrates how everyone has the ability to take control of our wellbeing
destiny.
— Events and CSR Executive, Allianz Ireland
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